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Weakness of a three-party password-based
authenticated key exchange protocol

S. Wu

Abstract—To guarantee the quality of the growing popular
communication services, quite recently, Huang presented a sim-
ple and efficient three-party password-based authenticated key
exchange protocol in International Journal of Communications
and Systems. In this letter, we first show her protocol is still
vulnerable to a partition attack (offline dictionary attack), by
which the adversary can easily determine the correct password.

Index Terms—password-based; authenticated key exchange;
three-party; dictionary attack.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The password-based authenticated key exchange(PAKE) is
a protocol which allows two communicating parties to prove to
one another that they know the passwords (that is, password-
based authentication), and to generate a fresh symmetric key
securely such that it is known only to these parties (that
is, key agreement). The intrinsic problem with password-
based protocols is that the memorable password, associated
with each user, has low entropy, so that it is not easy to
protect the password information against dictionary attacks—
the notorious password guessing attacks by which attackers
could search the relatively small space of human-memorable
passwords.

The first PAKE protocol, know as Encrypted Key Exchange
(EKE), which was suggested by Bellovin and Merritt [1].
Subsequently, many other two-party PAKE protocols have
been proposed(e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]). Because two-party
PAKE protocols are only suitable for the client-server ar-
chitecture, many researchers have recently begun to study
the three-party PAKE (3PAKE) protocols(e.g. [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14]), in which a trusted server(TS)
exists to mediate between two communication parties to allow
mutual authentication and each user only needs to share one
password with the common server. However, not all of the cna
simultaneously achieve security and efficiency.

To guarantee the quality of the growing popular commu-
nication services, it is urgent to construct low-computation
and communication for three-party key exchange protocol,
two remote users and a TS. Most recently, to the best of
our knowledge, Huang [15] proposed a simple three-party
password-based key exchange (3PAKE) protocol, which is
more efficient than previously proposed schemes. She claimed
that her protocol could resist against various dictionary attacks
and was suitable for some practical scenarios. Unfortunately,
we find that some security weaknesses still remain in her
protocol. In this letter, we show her protocol is still vulnerable
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to a partition attack (offline dictionary attack), by which the ad-
versary can easily determine the correct password. As a result,
the authentication mechanism of the protocol is completely
compromised because the adversary can impersonate that user
with the knowledge of its password.

II. REVIEW OF HUANG’ S PROTOCOL

This section describes the 3PAKE protocol proposed by
Huang [15], starting with some notations.

A. Notations

The notations used in their protocol are described as in the
following:

• A,B: two identity of clients (users).
• TS: a TS (remote server).
• pwA(pwB): the password shared between userA(resp.B)

andTS.
• p: a large prime number such thatp−1 has a large prime

factor q (q ≥ 2256).
• g: a generator with orderq in GF (p).
• G: the cyclic group generated byg;
• ⊕: an exclusive-or operator.
• h(): a public one-way hash function.

B. Protocol description

There are three entities involved in the protocol: the
authentication serverTS, and two usersA(initiator) and
B(responder) who wish to establish a session key between
them. Each user’s password is assumed to be shared with the
serverTS via a secure channel. As illustrated on Fig. 1,A and
B authenticate each other withTS’s help, thenA andB can
share a common session keyK. The details will be described
in the following steps. Here, we just follows the description
in [15].

Step 1.User A chooses a random numberx and computes
RA = (gx mod p) ⊕ h(pwA, A, B), then sends
(A,RA) to userB.

Step 2.User B also selects a random numbery and com-
putes RB = (gy mod p) ⊕ h(pwB , A, B), then
forwards(A,RA, B, RB) to TS.

Step 3.Upon receiving(A,RA, B, RB), the TS first uses
pwA andpwB to computegx = RA⊕h(pwA, A, B)
and gy = RB ⊕ h(pwB , A, B), respectively. Then,
TS chooses another random numberz and computes
a = gxz mod p, b = gyz mod p. Finally, TS send
(ZA, ZB) to userB, whereZA = b ⊕ h(pwA, gx)
andZB = a⊕ h(pwB , gy).
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UserA UserB Trusted serverTS
pwA pwB

x ∈ Z∗q y ∈ Z∗q z ∈ Z∗q
1. RA = gx ⊕ h(pwA, A, B)

A,RA−−−→ 2. RB = gy ⊕ h(pwB , A, B)
A,RA,B,RB−−−−−−−−→ 3. gx = RA ⊕ h(pwA, A, B)

gy = RB ⊕ h(pwB , A, B)
a = gxz, b = gyz

ZA = b⊕ h(pwA, gx)
ZB = a⊕ h(pwB , gy)

4. a = ZB ⊕ h(pwB , gy)
ZA,ZB←−−−−

K = ay = gxyz

SB = h(K, B)

5. b = ZA ⊕ h(pwA, gx)
ZA,SB←−−−−

K = bx = gxyz

verify: SB = h(K, B)
SA = h(K, A)

SA−−→ check :SA = h(K, A)

Fig. 1. Huang’s protocol.

Step 4.WhenB receives(ZA, ZB), it uses its passwordpwB

andgy to obtaina = ZB⊕h(pwB , gy), and uses the
random numbery to compute the common session
key K = ay = (gxz)y = gxyz mod p and SB =
h(K, B). Next, userB forwards (ZA, SB) to user
A.

Step 5.After receiving(ZA, SB), userA also uses its pass-
word pwA and gx to deriveb = ZA ⊕ h(pwA, gx),
and uses the random numberx to obtain the common
key K = bx = (gyz)x = gxyz mod p. Then, A
checks whetherSB = h(K,B) holds or not. If it
does not hold,A terminates the protocol. Otherwise,
A is convinced thatK = gxyz is a valid session key.
Then, A computesSA = h(K, A) and sends it to
userB.

Step 6.Upon receivingSA, userB verifies whetherSA =
h(K, A) holds or not. If it does not hold,B termi-
nates the protocol. Otherwise,K is a valid session
key. Both the usersA andB can use this session key
K for secure communication. Here,K is only used
for one session.

III. W EAKNESSES OFHUANG’ S PROTOCOL.

In this section, we demonstrate the adversary can guess
correct password off-line by performing a partition attack on
Huang’s protocol[15]. In her scheme, the adversary just needs
to wiretap a valid session and he is able to use the gathered
information to partition the password space (the dictionary)
into feasible and infeasible passwords. Finally the correct
password will be recovered after a number of valid sessions
have been observed from the intersection of the feasible
partition of the passwords for each session.

In Huang’s protocol[15], the valueg is not a generator of
GF (p) but only a generator of a subgroupG of orderq over
GF (p), which opens door to a partition attack. An adversary

can mount such an attack as follows. Firstly, the adversary
obtainsRA and ZA by wiretapping an exchange betweenA
andB, whereRA = (gx mod p)⊕ h(pwA, A, B) andZA =
b⊕ h(pwA, gx). Next, the adversary guesses a passwordpw∗A
and then uses it to computeα = RA ⊕ h(pw∗A, A, B) and
β = ZA ⊕ h(pw∗A, α). If the guessed passwordpw∗A is A’s
correct password, bothα andβ will be in G. If pw∗A is notA’s
correct password, it is likely that the computation will result in
either a valueα or a valueβ which is not inG, including those
values equal to or larger thanp. For such a value inGF (p),
the attacker can check whether it is in the subgroupG, by
raising it to the powerq and checking whether 1 is obtained.
Thus it can be seen that the probability that 1 is obtained, for
an incorrect password, isqp+c < q

p−1 ≤ 1
2 , wherec the number

of possible values not inGF (p)(i.e. equal to or larger thanp).
We saypw∗A is a feasible password only whenα < p, β < p,
αq mod p = 1 and βq mod p = 1. Otherwise it is marked
as an infeasible password. Thus the possible space of valid
passwords is reduced by a factor of( q

p+c )2 ≤ 1
4 , on average,

by observing one exchange session. Over a number of sessions
the space of valid passwords will be narrowed down to a single
password at a logarithmic rate. LetD be a set of passwords.
Hence, after test overnt sessions,( q

p+c )2nt |D| passwords are
remained. Letnm be an integer such that( q

p+c )2nm |D| ≈ 1.
Then, we can determine the correct password by testingnm =

log2 |D|
2 log2(

p+c
q )

≤ log2 |D|
2 sessions. The size of dictionary is240

(or 250) in practice. Therefore, we can determine the correct
password by performing the above procedure20 ( or 25) times.

Obviously, the above attack shows that Huang’s scheme can-
not resist off-line dictionary attacks. Similar partition attacks
are possible if the value ofp is not chosen carefully so that
c/p is significant. In this case, if trial computationα or β with
candidate passwords leads to values equal to or larger thanp,
then these candidate passwords may be eliminated.
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To avoid the attack, it is suggested thatg has to be
a generator ofGF (p) and p is chosen carefully so that
c/p is almost negligible. As a result, the attacker can not
distinguish feasible and infeasible passwords by testing for
subgroup membership any more. In this case, however,TS
can not detect any malicious trial either. And the attacker
can mount an undetectable on-line dictionary attack easily, by
which an adversary is able to legally gain information about
the password by repeatedly and indiscernibly asking queries
to the authentication server. Until now, undetectable on-line
dictionary attacks have been widely studied, and examples of
undetectable on-line dictionary attacks are referred to some
previous works [16], [17], [18], [19].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have demonstrated that Huang’s three-party
password-based authenticated protocol is still vulnerable to a
partition attack (offline dictionary attack). Through our attack,
the adversary can easily determine the correct password. With
the knowledge of its password, the adversary can impersonate
that user. Therefore, the protocol is completely insecure.
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